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Brunswick Heads Camp 25 Nov - 1 Dec 2012
Submitted by Richard Sharpe
Brunswick Heads was the venue for the SSRKC camp for the second time in recent years
with the previous most recent camp being held there in 2008. Massey Greene Holiday Park
was the staging point for the camp with the majority of paddlers staying there either in
cabins or camping on the foreshores of the Brunswick River.
Sunday afternoon 25th November saw an endless procession of cars arriving with their
precious cargo strapped on top making it quite apparent to the other campers that the
sunny coast kayakers were arriving as a force to be reckoned with.
As with all our camps, Happy Hour started right on time at 5pm and 19 paddlers with their
wives and partners gathered together in a grassy shaded area at the entrance to the Park,
for what was to be the beginning of a much anticipated paddle in the Brunswick Heads river
systems. As camp leader I welcomed the group to the camp and gave an outline of the
scheduled paddles for the week and in particular the early starts at 7am, necessary due to
the early morning highs that prevailed for the entire week of our stay. Both Marshalls Creek
and Simpsons Creek are only navigable around the top of the tide with oyster beds just
below the surface which can cause serious damage to the hulls of the unwary that might
have misjudged the tides. With the formalities over the group engaged in light hearted
banter before heading off for dinner, with the local seafood establishment doing a roaring
trade.
Marshalls Creek to Billinudgel Monday 26 November
With a high tide at 7.45am, it was essential to leave early for the Marshalls Creek paddle
and 17 of us assembled on the beach of the park at 7am in glorious sunshine and light

Leaving for Marshalls Creek
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breezes to paddle up the Creek. The entrance to Marshalls Creek was opposite the boat
harbour, and we immediately encountered an oyster farm at the mouth of the creek. With
the tide still running in we made fast progress up the creek which now meandered north,
passing under the Orana Bridge, the suburban areas of New Brighton, the manicured greens
of the Ocean Shores Golf Club, before taking the right hand junction leading up to the canal
development of South Golden Beach. It was at this point that we encountered our first
obstacle, and had to go single file through a small gap in between fallen trees with the tide
running quite strongly over very shallow water covering rocks. Passing this hazard with only
the odd scrape we gathered the paddlers together and went as far as we could down the
canal estate until we came to a bridge with 2 large pipes preventing us from going any
further. There was clear water beyond, but out of our reach.
The priority now was to find a spot for morning tea and with my preferred option at the
junction to the canal estate at which I had stopped once before, being too rocky and
insufficient space for so many boats we continued upstream towards Billinudgel.
Around 2km later we
found a good open area
to have our break and
lifted the boats out and
up a small bank and had
tea in a cleared area
which turned out to be
probably the best we
could have found given
that there were very
few suitable places to
stop. Thirty minutes of
tea break and with the
Morning tea spot Marshalls Creek

tide starting to run out we
headed up to Billinudgel, under
the abandoned Murwillumbah
branch railway bridge followed
by the Pacific Hwy bridge, at
which point we could go no
further and headed home.

Abandoned Murwillumbah Branch Railway Bridge
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Relaxing over morning tea nr. Billinudgel

Some of us managed to get a bit of sailing coming back with the northerly wind behind us,
ideal for those with Pacific
Action sails. As we got to
the oyster farm it was
touch and go as to whether
we would get through and
a few of us paddled close to
the oyster lease and found
a channel through with
large rocks of oysters on
both sides. Ron who was a
bit further behind us, and
with the tide falling fast
was unlucky and scraped
the side of his boat on a
rock covered in oyster
shells. It was with some
End of the road Marshalls Creek
relief on my part that we
had managed to get the
group out of the shallow water of the oyster leases and into the main river from which it
was just a few hundred metres back to our beach, having paddled 20.9km and arriving
home at 11.30 with the tide well out.
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Clarrie Hall Dam Tuesday 27 November
The plan was to meet just outside the Park entrance at 7am and travel as a convoy with Jim
leading. Much to Jim’s credit he had driven to the dam on Monday afternoon to ensure we
would have a smooth run
without taking a wrong
turn as had happened on
a previous occasion. We
were all assembled at
7am and left punctually
with 15 cars in our
convoy. It took us
around 40mins to cover
the 45km drive and
arrived at the dam wall at
7.45. On arrival at the
dam we were confronted
by a steep slope blocked
by a locked gate and
fence leading around
Convoy leaving for Clarrie Hall Dam

100m down to the water.

It became a bit of a mission, getting the boats down, with some being lifted over the fence,
while others slid their boats underneath the fence. It took us quite a while to get going
before finally
leaving around
8.30.
I had the only
map of the dam
and decided to
lead and with
Jim's suggestion
we paddled
clockwise around
the dam paddling
into all the inlets
as we came
across them. We
got to Crams farm
which had picnic
Launch site Clarrie Hall Dam

tables and toilets, by 10am for a leisurely morning tea.
We sat on a grassy slope with Mt Warning in the distance and while there we had a bit of
entertainment with a group of 20 kids arriving in canoes and loading them onto the trailer
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Tea break entertainment

that had been parked there. We then continued our paddle clockwise around the various
inlets with water lilies carpeting the shallows close to the banks, the domain of swamp hens
and combcrested jacanas, and Mt Warning looming ever large in the distance.

Mt Warning from Crams Farm

With the dam wall in sight, the final couple of kms became a sprint between George and
myself with the rest of the group arriving shortly afterwards. Lunch was had in the picnic
area with people sharing their food with Lorri and Dennis, who had 2 cooler bags of food
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stolen out of the communal fridge in the camp kitchen and so would have had nothing to
eat for breakfast or lunch.
Distance covered was 16.8km arriving back at camp at 2.06pm.
Brunswick River to Mullumbimby Wednesday 28 November
High tide at the mouth was at 9am and an hour later at Mullumbimby. Fifteen of us left
punctually at 7am with a flood tide taking us up to Mullum at a cracking pace of around
8km/hr. Halfway up the river was the only fork where we could have gone wrong, with Kings
Creek leading out from the left. Without knowledge of the river it could easily have passed
as the route to follow, being considerably wider than the main river at that point.

Approaching Mullum

The river then meandered to and fro often doubling back on itself and passing a golf course
and caravan park before getting to the dirt boat ramp by 8.30 with some of us getting out
for a stretch, while others stayed in their boats and paddled around 200m further upstream
to the concrete boat ramp and toilet block which was to be our morning tea stop. As we got
out of our boats we disturbed a group of hippies camped in a grassy knoll under shady trees,
some of whom were still sleeping. They expressed amazement when we told them we had
paddled up the 10km from Brunswick Heads in an hour and a half.
The night before the ladies had voiced an interest in meeting up with us at Mullum and the
plan was for the ladies to meet us by 9.30am, but having arrived so early we had our
morning tea in the picnic shelter just next to Brunswick Terrace, with Carol being the first of
the ladies to arrive.
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Some of the group then joined their partners in exploring the main street of Mullum with its
numerous cafés, boutique shops and pubs. The remaining 5 of us, Don, Jan, Richard, Ron
and Dennis, decided to paddle upstream past the bridge into the upper reaches of the river.

Brunswick River past Mullumbimby

We paddled up for another couple of kms where the river narrowed and became more like
rainforest with the canopy of camphor laurels on both sides overlapping the river in the
middle. There were quite a few
stands of bamboo that we passed
before we turned and headed back
to meet the others at 10.30 at the
boat ramp. This stretch of the river
was the most picturesque part of
the whole trip and well worth
exploring further. Given more time
we could well have paddled several
kms further upstream before
running out of water. On returning
to the boat ramp, the upstream
paddlers had a 10min break, and
then having farewelled our guitar
strumming hippie friends we all
left together to paddle home. The
tide had now turned and was

Stands of Bamboo upper reaches of Brunswick River
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already running out fast, making it an easy trip home on the ebb tide. The tides for this trip
could not have been better, making for a leisurely paddle with the group arriving back at
12pm.
Trip distance was 20.6km with the upstream paddlers doing an extra 5km.
With storms forecast for Wednesday evening we gathered at the Brunswick Hotel for a
group dinner, but other than a few short sharp showers we escaped the rain which fell quite
heavily in surrounding towns. The food was excellent with the hotel giving us a covered
area to ourselves and the dinner capping off a thoroughly enjoyable day.
Lay Day Thursday 29 November
After the strenuous 3 days of paddling Thursday was left for the group to pursue whatever
took their fancy. For those for whom too much paddling is never enough, went to Byron
Bay in a double, paddling out to Julian Rocks and surfing with the dolphins.
George, Don, Jan and I decided to climb Mt Warning arriving at the base at 8am. At this
point George and I headed off leaving Don and Jan to climb at their own pace. The weather
was ideal for climbing with overcast skies and quite cool at the start. The track up is a
constant ascent for 4.5km, and on the way we passed some Austrian backpackers, feeling
rather pleased with ourselves at having overtaken them. The last 300m was tough, climbing
with the help of a chain, and then suddenly we had made the summit at 1150m. We joined
around a dozen other climbers including the celebrity swimmer Leisel Jones, taking in the
non-existent view of swirling cloud surrounding the summit.

George and Richard in the clouds.
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On the way down we met Don and Jan halfway up the chains. A short time later, the
Austrian backpackers
had joined up with some
serious climbers and
now it was their turn to
go racing past us with a
huge grin on their faces
as they left us in their
wake. Ironically as we
reached the car park at
the base, we looked up
and there was the
summit in clear blue sky!
Distance climbed 9km
Average HR going up 130
bpm View from summit
NIL
What View!!

Simpsons Creek Friday 30 November
For the final paddle of the week, the troops were allowed to sleep in and we assembled at
8am with a HT at 10.15am. At the bottom of the tide the creek dries out to a few trickles of
water at the footbridge end, so it was ideal conditions to get up and back with plenty of
water still remaining.
The current was really ripping
into Simpsons Creek with heaps
of depth as we went under the
footbridge. After around 5km
the water turned dark brown
from oil from the Tea Tree
forests. We saw lots of fish in
the early stretch mainly bream
and the odd stingray basking in
the shallows and darting off as
our paddles disturbed them. It
didn't take long to get to the top
of the creek with a lot of the
Heading up Simpsons Creek
time doing around 8km/hr. Don
was leading and Peter was tail ender. The creek led us past the Tyagarah nature reserve,
prolific with nectar feeding birds, wading and water birds as well as birds of prey mainly to
be seen at dawn. We eventually got to a fallen tree which I and a few others got under with
a lot of difficulty and then a little further on another tree which spelt the end of the road.
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We were now level with the Tyagarah air strip and heard the roar of the engines of a light
plane dropping off sky divers. Most of the group hadn't gone under the tree and headed
back while I was looking for somewhere to have morning tea. I stopped to check one spot
which proved unsuitable while the others kept going. Peter stayed with me but the others
where a long way ahead. Merow and I then found another suitable spot and stopped there,
while Peter blew his
whistle in a forlorn
attempt to attract the
attention of the
leading group.
Eventually while the 2
of us were having our
break Peter paddled
back to say that the
others were so far
ahead that he couldn't
contact them and that
we should paddle
down after we'd had
our break and he
continued on to join
up with the others.
Upper Reaches of Simpsons Creek

Merow and I had our boats drift
away while having tea, and then
paddled down to a sandy beach
nearly 3/4 of the way home
where the rest of the group had
stopped.
As we left the sandy beach the
tide was just turning with a NE
picking up to cool us down on
the final leg back home.
Distance travelled 17.2km
arriving back at 11.45.

Solitary tea break Merow and Richard

Many thanks to all those
who participated, and those who thoroughly enjoyed the paddles and the camaraderie that
was felt within the group, who left with great memories of Brunswick Heads 2012.
Richard Sharpe
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Detailed GPS Tracks of the three Paddles

Composite - Marshalls - Simpsons - Brunswick

Marshalls Creek to Billinudgel
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Brunswick to Mullumbimby

Simpsons Creek

